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Abstract

Reference-based automatic evaluation metrics
are notoriously limited for NLG due to their
inability to fully capture the range of possi-
ble outputs. We examine a referenceless al-
ternative: evaluating the adequacy of English
sentences generated from Abstract Meaning
Representation (AMR) graphs by parsing into
AMR and comparing the parse directly to the
input. We find that the errors introduced by au-
tomatic AMR parsing substantially limit the ef-
fectiveness of this approach, but a manual edit-
ing study indicates that as parsing improves,
parsing-based evaluation has the potential to
outperform most reference-based metrics.

1 Introduction

Natural language generation (NLG) is notoriously
difficult to evaluate well due to its one-to-many
nature: thanks to the infinite capacity of human
language, any given meaning can be expressed in a
potentially unlimited number of ways. Thus, listing
the ‘right answer(s)’ and comparing a system’s out-
put against such a list, which is a possible evalua-
tion method for many other tasks, is fundamentally
limited for NLG. Nevertheless, automatic evalua-
tion of NLG has traditionally been dominated by
reference-based metrics like BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002).

In recent years, however, referenceless evalua-
tion metrics have been gaining popularity in NLG
and related fields. In this paper we examine the
potential and limitations of one such approach: us-
ing semantic parsing to compare a generated sen-
tence to a meaning representation from which it
was generated, in order to measure semantic ade-
quacy. We focus on generation of English text from
Abstract Meaning Representation graphs (“AMRs”;
Banarescu et al., 2013). Figure 1 shows an exam-
ple of an AMR, which represents the meaning of a
sentence. AMR does not represent certain morpho-
logical and syntactic details such as tense, number,
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Figure 1: AMR graph for the sentence “Ukrainian
diplomat in Kenya oleh belokolos stated –”

definiteness, and word order, so the graph shown
could represent a number of alternate sentences,
such as:

• Oleh Belokolos, the Ukrainian diplomat in
Kenya, states:

• A Ukrainian diplomat in Kenya named Oleh
Belokolos has made a statement.

Ideally, then, a sentence generated from an AMR
graph should be judged on how well it expresses the
elements of meaning given in the graph, ignoring
the details that are not included.

We examine the hypothesis that we can mea-
sure the semantic adequacy of a sentence gen-
erated from an AMR by performing the reverse
operation—namely, parsing the generated sentence
into AMR—and measuring the similarity of the
parsed AMR graph to the original. In essence, this
idea exploits complementarity of English-to-AMR
parsers and AMR-to-English generators being eval-
uated. Assuming an accurate parse, we would ex-
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Var Description
r Reference sentence
a Gold AMR, created from r
g Sentence automatically generated from a
p AMR automatically parsed from g
p′ Manually-corrected version of automatic parses p

Table 1: Summary of notation used in this paper, with
a description of each type of sentence and AMR used.

pect this to be a good measure of the adequacy
of the generated sentence, since a sentence that
accurately expresses the meaning in the original
AMR should have the same AMR. We further for-
malize this approach in §2. As discussed in §3,
this method has also been suggested by Opitz and
Frank (2021); we contribute new analyses of its
validity, in particular by measuring its correlation
with human adequacy judgments collected by Man-
ning et al. (2020). We find that errors made by
an automatic AMR parser substantially limit the
quality of parsing-based evaluation as a proxy for
human evaluation, resulting in a lower correlation
with adequacy scores than many reference-based
metrics (§5). To approximate an upper bound for
the potential of this evaluation approach with im-
proved parsing, we conduct an additional study
using manually-corrected AMR parses; we find
that this substantially improves the quality of the
metric (§6).

2 Parsing-Based Evaluation

AMR-to-English generation is the task of taking
an input AMR graph a and generating a sentence
g expressing the meaning content of the AMR in
English. Ideally, we would evaluate generation by
comparing g directly to a to determine how well
g expresses the meaning in a; this is what the hu-
man annotators whose judgments we use (see §4)
did. However, we don’t know of an existing way
to directly compare a sentence to an AMR graph;
instead, our metrics tend to compare two items of
the same type. Reference-based metrics compare
the generated sentence g to r, the English sentence
for which the AMR was created, and which is typi-
cally used as the sole reference in evaluation. We
analyze the hypothesis that we can more accurately
capture the details relevant to AMR by compar-
ing AMRs to each other: specifically, comparing
a to either p, an automatic parse of g, or to p′, a
manually-corrected version of p. Our notation is
summarized in table 1.

3 Background

The evaluation method we analyze in this paper
is closely related to the MFb metric suggested
by Opitz and Frank (2021), which combines a
measure of meaning preservation,M, with a lan-
guage model–based measure of grammatical form,F . Their meaning preservation metric, M, as-
signs a score to a generated sentence by parsing it
into AMR and computing the parse’s similarity to
the gold AMR. They use the AMR parser by Cai
and Lam (2020) and the S2match similarity metric;
we experiment with these as well as other options
for both parser and metric. While they perform a
number of pilot experiments to test the robustness
of MFb , such as its performance with different
parsers, Opitz and Frank do not test the correlation
of their metric with human judgments; thus, the
work presented here adds to our understanding of
the validity of this type of metric as a proxy for
human evaluation.

As a baseline, we also compare the results of
parsing-based evaluation with several reference-
based metrics, including those that have tradition-
ally been used to evaluate AMR generation as well
as newer metrics that have shown promising results
for NLG.

4 Data

We use human judgment data from Manning et al.
(2020), consisting of judgments on a total of
600 sentences: 100 human-authored reference
sentences and their corresponding AMRs, and
500 sentences automatically generated from these
AMRs by 5 different systems. When comparing to
reference-based automatic metrics, we do not score
the reference sentences themselves since, with only
one reference per AMR, these would trivially re-
ceive perfect scores on such metrics.

Each sentence has a score on a scale of 0–100,
for each of fluency and adequacy, averaged over
two annotators. We compare automatic metrics to
these judgments, and particularly to the adequacy
judgments, since we are primarily interested in
parsing-based evaluation as a proxy for adequacy
evaluation.

Annotators additionally provided binary judg-
ments on whether information was added or omit-
ted, and whether the sentence was incomprehensi-
ble; we use the latter of these judgments in §6 to
determine which generated sentences to manually
edit the parses of.
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5 Experiment 1: Automatic Metrics

This section describes experiments with variations
on the automatic version of the parsing based met-
ric; that is, the use of similarity metrics comparing
the automatic parse p to the gold AMR a. We ex-
periment with different AMR parsers (§5.1) and
variations on the Smatch similarity metric (§5.2)
and measure the correlation to human judgments
of adequacy (§5.3).

5.1 Parsers

We compare gold AMRs to AMR parses of the gen-
erated sentences. This includes using three differ-
ent automatic English-to-AMR parsers, described
below.
JAMR. The JAMR parser1 (Flanigan et al.,
2014, 2016) is an early AMR parser; we use it
as a baseline to compare against the more recent,
higher-accuracy parsers. The JAMR parser uses a
semi-Markov model to identify concepts, followed
by a graph variant on Maximum Spanning Tree
algorithms to identify the relations between con-
cepts. We used the 2016 version, which achieved a
Smatch score of 67 on the LDC2015E86 dataset.
LYU-TITOV. While most AMR parsers first
train an aligner to align AMR nodes with words in
a sentence prior to training the parser itself, Lyu
and Titov (2018)2 treat alignments as latent vari-
ables in a joint probabilistic model for identifying
concepts, relations, and alignments. This parser
achieved a Smatch score of 73.7 on LDC2015E86
and 74.4 on LDC2016E25, which at the time was
state-of-the-art.
CAI-LAM. Cai and Lam (2020)3 was the state of
the art in AMR parsing as of 2020, with a Smatch
score of 80.2 on LDC2017T10. This transformer-
based parser uses iterative inference to determine
which part of the input sentence to parse and where
to add it to the output graph, without requiring
explicit alignments.
Parser performance. We evaluate each parser’s
accuracy on our sample of 100 sentences by com-
puting Smatch(a, p(r)), i.e., the similarity between
the gold AMRs in the sample and their correspond-
ing parsed references. We find that CAI-LAM per-
forms the best with a Smatch score of 84.9, fol-
lowed by 76.3 for LYU-TITOV and 71.1 for JAMR.

1Code: https://github.com/jflanigan/jamr
2Code: https://github.com/ChunchuanLv/AMR_AS_

GRAPH_PREDICTION
3Code: https://github.com/jcyk/AMR-gs

5.2 Similarity Metrics

The second piece needed for parsing-based evalua-
tion is a way to quantify the similarity of an AMR
parse to the original AMR.

The standard metric for comparing two AMRs—
such as to evaluate the quality of an AMR parser or
inter-annotator-agreement between human parses—
is Smatch (Cai and Knight, 2013). The Smatch
score compares triples between two AMR graphs,
where each triple is an edge of the graph (a seman-
tic relationship) combined with each of the nodes
it connects. For a given pair of AMRs, the Smatch
score is the maximum F1-score of triples which can
be obtained with a one-to-one mapping of variables
between the two graphs.4

We also experimented with a small variation on
the original Smatch. Smatch computes the similar-
ity between two different AMR graphs based on
inferred alignments between the two graphs’ con-
cepts. Since checking all possible mappings is com-
putationally intractable, it starts with one ‘smart’
initialization, then retries with random initializa-
tions; the default is four random restarts. This
means that Smatch scores are nondeterministic;
when running twice on the same pair of AMRs, we
sometimes got different scores. To mitigate this ef-
fect, we made two changes: First, we increased the
number of restarts to 100 to increase the chance that
the best mapping would be found, while still main-
taining a reasonable runtime. Second, we seeded
the random function in the Smatch script to make
the results reproducible. In table 3, we refer to the
default Smatch as ‘Smatch4’, while the variation
with a seed and 100 restarts is ‘Smatch100+seed’.

More recently, Opitz et al. (2020) analyzed both
Smatch and an alternative metric, SemBleu (Song
and Gildea, 2019), and proposed a new variant
of Smatch, S2match, which conforms to desir-
able principles better than either previous metric.
In particular, S2match introduces the concept of
embedding-based semantic gradable semantic sim-
ilarity by allowing for soft matches between con-
cepts. While the primary advantage of this variant
is for tasks with more variation in wording, such
as measuring the similarity of paraphrases, it could
also be advantageous in our setting—for example,
to penalize AMR generation systems that represent
a concept with the wrong word less if it is a se-

4We compute Smatch using the smatch.py script
found at https://github.com/jflanigan/jamr/tree/
Semeval-2016/scripts/smatch_2.0.2.
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Fluency Adequacy
BLEU↑ 0.40 0.52
METEOR↑ 0.41 0.57
TER↓ −0.33 −0.43
CHRF++↑ 0.32 0.47
BERTScore↑ 0.47 0.60
BLEURT↑ 0.60 0.69

Table 2: Sentence-level correlations with human judg-
ments for reference-based metrics.

mantically related one, or to mitigate the effects
of certain parser errors. Thus, we also experiment
with computing the S2match similarity of parsed
sentences to the original AMRs.5

5.3 Results

The primary statistic of interest for this study is
the sentence-level correlation between a proposed
metric and human judgments, particularly those for
adequacy. We measure this with Spearman’s Rho
correlation. Following Manning et al. (2020), we
compare several popular reference-based metrics;
table 2 reports the correlations for the 5 metrics
they used: BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), METEOR
(Banerjee and Lavie, 2005), TER (Snover et al.,
2006), ChrF++ (Popović, 2017), and BERTScore
(Zhang et al., 2020). We add the results of one
newer metric, BLEURT (Sellam et al., 2020). Of
these, BLEURT performs the best by this measure
with a correlation of 0.69. BLEU, the most popular
metric for this task, has a correlation of 0.52.

Table 3 shows the correlation with adequacy for
each variant of the parser-based metric, combining
the three AMR parsers and three similarity metrics
used. Notably, even the highest correlations here
underperform those achieved by BLEU, METEOR,
BERTScore, and BLEURT.

As expected, the correlation increases with
parser quality, indicating that parsers that have
higher accuracy on human-authored sentences also
do better with generated sentences.

For each parser, there is very little difference
between the different similarity metrics. The sim-
ilarity between Smatch4 and Smatch100+seed is
expected, since these are separated only by minor
implementation differences. The lack of substan-
tial improvement when using S2match is probably
because it is rare for the generated sentences to
contain concepts that are different but semantically
similar to those in the gold AMR.

5We calculate S2match using https://github.com/
Heidelberg-NLP/amr-metric-suite.

Smatch4 Smatch100+seed S2match
JAMR 0.358 0.356 0.362
LYU-TITOV 0.462 0.460 0.465
CAI-LAM 0.495 0.492 0.494

Table 3: Sentence-level correlations with human
judgments for parsing-based metrics, with different
choices of parser and similarity metric.

Since none of the similarity metrics are clearly
stronger than the others based on correlations, we
choose Smatch100+seed as the best for more con-
ceptual reasons: it is more reproducible, and unlike
S2match, does not rely on embeddings. The use of
additional resources seems unjustified in this case if
it does not improve performance, especially given
concerns that using embeddings in an evaluation
metric makes it less transparent and more arbitrary
(results can vary depending on specific choice of
language model) than a simpler method.

Thus, for the following experiments, we use the
CAI-LAM parser combined with Smatch100+seed.

6 Experiment 2: Manually-Edited Parses

Even a state-of-the-art AMR parser is of course
not perfect, and may struggle more with parsing
automatically-generated sentences than the human-
authored ones it is designed for. The potential for
parser error is a major limitation of the proposed
approach; evaluating the parse p against gold AMR
a can only be a good measure of g’s relationship to
a if p is a sufficiently accurate parse of g. Thus, to
get a better sense of the effect that parsing errors
can have on this metric even when using a SOTA
parser, and of a rough upper bound for how well the
metric could work in the future as parsing improves,
we also manually edited a sample of the parses p
to create alternate parses, p′, which better reflect
the meaning expressed in the generated sentences
g, and use Smatch to compare p′ to a.

6.1 Methods

Since the CAI-LAM parser is the strongest auto-
matic parser, we used its parses as a starting point.
For a given generated sentence g or reference sen-
tence r, we compared the sentence to the automatic
parse p(g) or p(r), and edited the parse to rep-
resent, as accurately as possible, the meaning ex-
pressed in the sentence. This sometimes included
referring to the gold AMR a to ensure consistency
between our annotations and the canonical repre-
sentation of the same meanings. All edits were
performed by the first author.
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System Edited Parses
Guo 65
Konstas 83
Manning 25
Ribeiro 70
Zhu 73
Reference 90
Total 406

Table 4: Number of sentences (out of 100) from each
generation system that were not marked as incompre-
hensible by either annotator, and whose AMRs were
manually edited.

However, this approach is limited by an assump-
tion that the generated sentences have meanings
in the same way that human-authored sentences
do. In fact, many of the generated sentences in this
dataset do not clearly and unambiguously express a
particular meaning. Since it is essentially impossi-
ble to ‘accurately’ parse an incoherent sentence, we
only edited the parses of sentences which were not
marked as incomprehensible by either annotator in
the human evaluation. Table 4 shows how many
sentences from each system fit this criterion. Over-
all, we edited parses for 406 sentences, or 67.7%
of the total sample of 600 sentences used in the
human evaluation. Excluding references, we edited
parses for 316 of the 500 automatically-generated
sentences, or 63.2%. For the remaining sentences,
we use the unedited automatic parse.

Even after filtering out those marked incompre-
hensible, we encountered many sentences that we
found unclear or highly ambiguous; perhaps there
were so many unclear sentences in the data that
annotators reserved the annotation only for the
most egregious cases. We did our best to interpret
these sentences as well as we could, erring on the
side of preserving the automatic parse’s interpreta-
tion when it seemed as reasonable as an alternative.
Nevertheless, this required some subjective judg-
ment calls. An example of a difficult-to-annotate
case is shown in table 5. The generated sentence,
“ukraine and ukraine in kenya stated –”, would prob-
ably never be produced by a human author, and it
is difficult to assign a precise meaning to it. In this
case, we decided to preserve the automatic parser’s
interpretation that it describes a statement being
made by two entities: the country Ukraine, and a
separate location, also known as Ukraine, that is in
Kenya.

r Ukrainian diplomat in Kenya oleh belokolos
stated –

g ukraine and ukraine in kenya stated –
p (c0 / state-01

:ARG0 (c1 / and
:op1 (c2 / ukraine)
:op2 (c3 / ukraine

:location (c4 / country
:name (c5 / name

:op1 "Kenya")
:wiki "Kenya"))))

p′ (c0 / state-01
:ARG0 (c1 / and

:op1 (c2 / country
:wiki "Ukraine"
:name (n2 / name

:op1 "Ukraine"))
:op2 (c3 / location

:name (n3 / name
:op1 "Ukraine")

:location (c4 / country
:name (c5 / name

:op1 "Kenya")
:wiki "Kenya"))))

Table 5: An example of a generated sentence with
unclear meaning.

Full Sample INC0
Automatic Parses 0.49 0.35
Edited Parses 0.66 0.46

Table 6: Sentence-level Spearman’s correlation of
Smatch with human adequacy scores, when using
edited parses vs. automatic ones. INC0 indicates the
subset of AMRs that were edited.
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Figure 2: Scatterplot of number of capitalized words
in the output compared to the reference for each system
(jitter=0.5).

6.2 Results

As table 6 shows, the correlation of Smatch with
adequacy improves substantially when using the
edited parses, as opposed to the purely automatic
ones. With edits, the correlation over all data in-
creases to 0.66, better than most of the automatic
metrics—the only exception is BLEURT, with a
correlation of 0.69 (see table 2). It seemed possi-
ble that this improvement occurred simply because
the edited sample of sentences, which generally
received stronger human scores, largely had their
Smatch scores improved by the editing process.
Thus we also include the correlations on only the
edited sample (INC0); the fact that the correla-
tion improves within this sample demonstrates that
editing does help distinguish better and worse sen-
tences.

Table 7 shows an example where editing helped
substantially. The generated sentence fully ex-
presses the information in the gold AMR, and re-
ceived fluency and adequacy scores of 100—in fact,
it differs from the reference only in capitalization—
but the automatic parse differs greatly from the
gold AMR, resulting in a low Smatch score of
0.222. Parser errors in this case include a fail-
ure to recognize the two named entities in the sen-
tence, as well as misidentifying the root concept
as be-located-at-91 rather than organization.
While the edited parse doesn’t perfectly match the
gold AMR, it corrects these major errors, resulting
in a much higher Smatch score of 0.875.

r
The Institute for Science and International Security
is a private research organization located in
Washington.

g
the institute for science and international security
is a private research organization located in
washington .

a (o / organization
:mod (r / research-01)
:ARG1-of (p / private-03)
:domain (o2 / organization

:wiki "Institute_for_Science_and_

International_Security"
:name (n / name
:op1 "Institute" :op2 "for"
:op3 "Science" :op4 "and"
:op5 "International"
:op6 "Security"))

:ARG1-of (l / locate-01
:location (c / city

:wiki "Washington,_D.C."
:name (n2 / name

:op1 "Washington"))))

p (c0 / be-located-at-91
:ARG1 (c1 / institute

:mod (c3 / organization
:ARG1-of (c6 / private-03)
:mod (c5 / research-01))

:topic (c4 / and
:op1 (c7 / science)
:op2 (c8 / security

:mod (c9 / international))))
:ARG2 (c2 / washington))

p′ (c0 / organization
:domain (c4 / organization

:name (c6 / name
:op1 "Institute" :op2 "for"
:op3 "Science" :op4 "and"
:op5 "International"
:op6 "Security")

:wiki "Institute_for_Science_and_

International_Security")
:location (c3 / city

:name (c5 / name
:op1 "Washington")

:wiki "Washington,_D.C.")
:mod (c1 / private-03)
:mod (c2 / research-01))

Table 7: An example where parser error led to a low
Smatch score on a high-adequacy sentence, which is
improved substantially in the edited parse.
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r A US-endorsed package of incentives to cease
enriched uranium production

g the us endorsed package of incentives to cease
enriched uranium production .

a (p / package
:consist-of (t / thing

:ARG0-of (i / incentivize-01
:ARG2 (c2 / cease-01

:ARG1 (p2 / produce-01
:ARG1 (u / uranium

:ARG1-of
(e2 / enrich-01))))))

:ARG1-of (e / endorse-01
:ARG0 (c / country

:wiki "United_States"
:name (n / name :op1 "US"))))

p (c0 / endorse-01
:ARG0 (c2 / we)
:ARG1 (c1 / package-01

:ARG1 (c3 / incentivize-01
:ARG2 (c4 / cease-01

:ARG1 (c5 / produce-01
:ARG1 (c6 / uranium)
:ARG1-of
(c7 / enrich-01))))))

p′ (c0 / endorse-01
:ARG0 (c2 / country

:name (c5 / name :op1 "US")
:wiki "United_States")

:ARG1 (c1 / package-01
:ARG1 (c3 / incentivize-01

:ARG2 (c4 / cease-01
:ARG1 (p1 / produce-01

:ARG1 (c6 / uranium
:ARG1-of
(c7 / enrich-01)))))))

Table 8: An example of a parser error due to lack of
capitalization in the generated sentence. ‘US’, written
as ‘us’ by the system, is treated as a form of the pro-
noun ‘we’ by the parser.

System Unedited r Edited r Improvement
Konstas 0.53 0.59 0.05
Manning 0.44 0.57 0.12
Guo 0.44 0.59 0.14
Ribeiro 0.53 0.72 0.19
Zhu 0.35 0.59 0.24
Overall 0.49 0.66 0.17

Table 9: Spearman’s correlation of adequacy scores
with Smatch scores based on unedited and edited
parses. The two systems that produce capitalization are
shown above the line; the three below output only low-
ercase.

7 Analysis

A common parser error was failure to recognize
named entities when they were not capitalized; ex-
amples of this are given in tables 7 and 8. As
figure 2 shows, three of the systems never produce
capitals in their output, while those of Konstas and
Manning typically produce about as many capitals
as are present in the reference. Thus, it seems likely
that the systems that never produce capitals may be
unfairly penalized by a parsing-based metric.

Table 9 shows that when separating the data by
system, there is no clear difference in the degree
to which Smatch correlates with adequacy for sys-
tems that capitalize compared to those that do not.
However, the difference between Smatch(a, p′)
and Smatch(a, p) is greater for the systems that
do not produce capitals; that is, manual editing
had a greater effect on the reliability of the parser-
based metric on the systems which do not produce
capitals than those that do.

It may be possible to overcome this particu-
lar limitation of the automatic parser by adding
a preprocessing step that recognizes and capitalizes
named entities, or by training the parser on more
all-lowercase examples.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have explored the idea of evalu-
ating AMR generation via AMR parsing and sim-
ilarity metrics, using the human judgments of ad-
equacy collected by Manning et al. (2020) to test
the validity of possible variants of the parsing-
based metric approach and compare them to exist-
ing reference-based metrics. We found that parser
quality is a major factor affecting the performance
of this evaluation approach: the better the AMR
parser, the better the evaluation; however, even a
state-of-the-art parser with an accuracy of 80+%
on standard human-authored data has significant
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limitations for evaluating generated sentences, in-
cluding a failure to recognize named entities in the
absence of capitalization. We showed that when
automatic AMR parses are manually edited to bet-
ter reflect the meaning in generated sentences, this
referenceless metric outperforms most popular au-
tomatic reference-based metrics, including BLEU
and BERTScore (but not BLEURT).

While the current reliance on manual editing
for more reliable results may not be practical for
evaluation, the results of this experiment indicate
that fully-automatic parser-based metrics are likely
to prove more reliable in the future as the state
of the art in AMR parsing continues to improve,
especially if newer AMR generation systems also
more closely replicate human-authored data, such
as by producing more human-like capitalization
than the majority of systems tested here did.
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